Tracking interfaces and shapes which depends on the regions of pixel intensity is a challenging task in image segmentation. Many level set methods have been formulated for region based and edge based models in computer aided diagnosis systems. In order to provide accurate modeling involving numerical computations, contours, lesions and bias variance which often rely on pixel intensity variations for the region of Interest. The proposed method involves the formulation by deriving a global criterion function in terms of neighborhood pixels to represent domain field and bias variance characteristics. Gaussian impulse is used for smoothening sharp edges. Computational neural networks provide the integral part of most learning algorithms as images consists of redundant attributes of data which have redundant network connections with different input patterns of small weights form a network training process for minimizing the energy and to estimate the bias field correction for various imaging modalities. The PET and CT images are used as inputs which are affected with cancer; in order to extract the features, proposed method is used for easy diagnosis. The result shows the improved performance with Neural Networks and provides valuable diagnostic information.
I. INTRODUCTION
The scope of biomedical imaging covers data acquisition, image reconstruction, and image analysis, involving theories, methods, systems, and applications. While tomography and post-processing techniques become increasingly sophisticated, traditional and emerging modalities play more and more critical roles in anatomical, functional, cellular, and molecular imaging. The overall goal of the International Journal of Biomedical Imaging is to promote research and development of biomedical imaging by publishing highquality research articles and reviews in this rapidly growing interdisciplinary field.
Images of the human body are generated for clinical use or medical science by a method called medical imaging. Normally the medical imaging is not used to refer to the procedure of imaging removed organs and tissues although they can be imaged for medical reasons. Several imaging techniques are based on reconstructing an image as a set of projections of the imaged object from data either by direct interpretation of data or subsequent to certain preprocessing.
An active research field in modern times is the tomography image reconstruction. Computerized tomography (CT), positron emission tomography (PET), and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and several others employ iterative reconstruction as a collection of methods for reconstructing two dimensional and three dimensional images from the projections of the object. Multiple views [1] of the inside of the body are generated by Computed Tomography (CT) scanning using special x-ray equipment's. Computer systems are used to reconstruct these multiple x-ray views into crosssectional images of the body. Filtered back-projection (FBP) is used for permitting image reconstruction of gated myocardial perfusion studies in all general SPECT camera software packages.
Medical imaging has been undergoing a revolution in the past decade with the advent of faster, more accurate, and less invasive devices. This has driven the need for corresponding software development which in turn has provided a major impetus for new algorithms in signal and image processing. Many of these algorithms are based on partial differential equations and curvature driven flows which will be the main topics of this survey paper. Mathematical models [2] Modern medical images may be considered to be geometrically arranged arrays of data samples which quantify such diverse physical phenomena as the time variation of hemoglobin de oxygenation during neuronal metabolism, or the diffusion of water molecules through and within tissue. The broadening scope of imaging as a way to organize our observations of the biophysical world has led to a dramatic increase in our ability to apply new processing techniques and to combine multiple channels of data into sophisticated and complex mathematical models of physiological function and dysfunction.
This paper provides details of accurate modeling for image segmentation by involving OTSU's method in accurate diagnosis. Further details of neural network data sets are used in detection of cancer Lesion which can be found in [8] .
II. BACKGROUND

A. Existing System
In this Existing methodology the method proposed by Zhang etal [5] . For estimating the field distortion and simultaneously segmenting an MRI image and provide implementation details on how it has been adapted to work with MRI images. This method essentially estimates the low (spatial)-frequency multiplicative degradation field while at the same time identifying regions of similar intensity in homogeneity using an MRF-MAP frame work. Although it is developed for another imaging modality, under simplified assumptions, this can be justified using the same approach on displayed CT and PET in Proposed methodology.
B. criterion for filtering edge information
It is assumed that interpolated boundaries will partially overlap with the true edges found using edge detection. The probability of edges [6] overlapping with shapeinterpolated boundaries may be modeled using Bayes' probability. It is assumed that the probability of overlap at interpolated slices is greater than or equal to that at user-initialized contours.
Edges are divided into edge components based on their connectivity. To retain edges with higher saliency, the edge components are sorted in descending order relative to the amount of overlap with the boundary. When the cumulative probability of overlap exceeds that obtained from user initialized contours, the remaining edge components are discarded. The Bayes' classification is thus not employed for training, but rather as a guide to how well boundaries can be defined based on edge detection.
To achieve edge correspondence for interpolated boundaries Bayesian Criterion function is discussed in proposed methodology.
C. Local Intensity Clustering Property:
Region-based image segmentation methods typically rely on a specific region descriptor (e.g. intensity mean or a Gaussian distribution) of the intensities in each region to be segmented. However, it is difficult to give such a region descriptor [19] for images with intensity in homogeneities. Moreover, intensity in homogeneities often lead to overlap between the distributions of the intensities in the regions Therefore, it is impossible to segment these regions directly based on the pixel intensities .Nevertheless, the property of local intensities is simple ,which can be effectively exploited in the formulation of our method for image segmentation with simultaneous estimation of the bias field based on the image model and the assumptions A1and A2, we are able to derive a useful property of local intensities, which is referred to as a local intensity clustering property as described and justified below. To be specific, we consider a circular neighborhood with a radius centered at each point defined The partition of the entire domain induces a partition of the neighborhood i.e., forms a partition of For as lowly varying bias field the values for all in the circular Neighborhood are close to i.e. for
Thus, the intensities in each sub region are close to the constant i.e.
III. PROPOSED ALGORITHM To make work with CT images Simplified assumptions are made in proposed methodology to achieve criterion function for the boundaries [7] model specification, Boundary-edge correspondence Local Intensity Clustering Property, Energy formulation and Multiphase Level Set Formulation are to be assumed.
A. Model Specification
Let S be a lattice indexing the pixels in the given image. Further,
Let and be the observed and the ideal (that is, without intensity in homogeneity distortion) intensities of the given image respectively, being the number of pixels in the image. We assume that the distortion at pixel can be expressed by a multiplicative model of the form
Where represents the gain [9] of the intensity due to the intensity in homogeneity at pixel a logarithmic Where denotes the log-transformed intensity distortion field. Segmentation can be considered as a problem of statistical classification, which is to assign every pixel a class label from a label set. Let denote the label set.
A labeling of will be denoted by in which is the corresponding class label of pixel Given the class label, it is assumed that the intensity value at pixel follows a Gaussian distribution(this assumption will be justified in Section III) with parameter being the mean and the variance of class respectively
Bayes' rule can be used to obtain the posterior probability of the distortion field, given the observed intensity values
Where is normalization constant the prior probability density of the distortion field is modeled as a Gaussian with zero mean to capture its smoothness property. The maximum a posterior (MAP) principle can be employed to obtain the optimal estimate of the distortion field, given the observed intensity values Solving this equation leads to the update equations (see for detail) ) (
Here, is the posterior probability [10] that pixel belongs to class given the distortion field estimate, is a low-pass filter, is the mean residual in which for pixel And ψ is the mean inverse covariance, in which if otherwise.
B. Otsu's Thresholding Method
Otsu's method is used to automatically perform clustering-based image thresholding or the reduction of a gray level image to a binary image. The algorithm assumes [2] that the image to be threshold contains two classes of pixels or bi-modal histogram (e.g. foreground and background) then calculates the optimum threshold separating those two classes so that their combined spread (intra-class variance) is minimal.
The threshold is that which minimizes the weighted within-class variance which in turns out to be the same as maximizing the between-class variance Operates directly on the gray level histogram. Some of the Otsu's assumptions which can be defined are Histogram (and the image) is bimodal. No use of spatial coherence, nor any other notion of object structure. This Assumes stationary statistics, but can be modified to be locally adaptive. One more Assumption is uniform illumination so the bimodal brightness behavior arises from object appearance differences only. The weighted within-class variance is 
And the class means are given by
All it is need to do is just run through the full range of values [1, 256] and pick the value that minimizes. But the relationship between the within-class and between-class variances can be exploited to generate a recursion relation that permits a much faster calculation.
The basic idea is that the total variance does not depend on threshold (obviously). For any given threshold, the total variance is the sum of the within-class variances (weighted) and the between class variance, which is the sum of weighted squared distances between the class means and the grand mean. After some algebra, we can express the total variance as since the total is constant and independent of t, the effect of changing the threshold [18] is merely to move the contributions of the two terms back and forth. So, minimizing the within-class variance is the same as maximizing the between-class variance. The nice thing about this is that we can compute the quantities in recursively as it run through the range of t values.
C. Analytic and Iterative methods
Image Reconstruction is broadly classified in two groups which are as follows: Analytical reconstruction and iterative reconstruction are two major types of methods that exist in image reconstruction. Due to computational efficiency and numerical stability, the filtered back projection (FBP) based methods are the type of analytical reconstruction [4] An attractive field normally in digital image processing techniques and particularly in biomedical imaging is 3D image reconstruction The development of fast algorithms, like ordered-subset, expectation-maximization algorithm have partially solved the high computational cost of iterative 3D image reconstruction which is its major demerit. An equivalent but mathematically simpler method to the practically few systems using Radon Transform is back projection. The back-projection algorithm is an efficient algorithm with relative low computer cost developed by Barber and Brown in 1983. The memory accessing times can be decreased many times to once by a parallel back projection algorithm. The reasonably effective deterministic filtered back projection (FBP) is the most common method for complete projection data with high SNR. A Numerous scientific, medical, and technical fields have studied the problem of image reconstruction from projections for several years. Deterministic or statistical methods can be attempted for image reconstruction from projections. Traditionally, filtered back-projection (FBP) algorithms are commonly used to reconstruct PET images. Further, slow time and spatially-dependent filtering step are the major reasons for the computational complexity of these GFBP methods.
Data acquired by moving radiation detector systems are used to form images computationally by dynamic reconstruction. Image is related to the data by system model. A physical, biological or information system is mathematically signified by a model. Models permit to reasoning related to a system and make forecasts about the behavior of a system. Quantitative errors are decreased and spatial resolution of the reconstructions is improved when precise system modeling and anatomical information are used in a clinically feasible reconstruction algorithm. The Parameterized models may have the potential to generate superior results as they encode stronger prior information.
D. Energy Formulation
The above described [12] is local intensity clustering property indicates that the intensities in the neighborhood can be classified in to clusters with centers mi = b(y). This allows us to apply the standard K-means clustering to classify these local intensities. Specifically, for the intensities in the neighborhood the K-means algorithm is an iterative process to minimize the clustering criterion [19] continuous form as
Which is the cluster center of the cluster, is the and for since is the membership function of the region, we can rewrite as
In view of the clustering criterion in and the approximation of the cluster centre which is defined as clustering criterion for classifying the intensities which is introduced as a nonnegative window function, also called kernel function, such that for With the window function, the clustering criterion function can be rewritten as
This local clustering criterion function is a basic element in the formulation of our method.
E. Boundary-edge correspondence
Ideally, the match between boundary and edge should be one-to-one. However, deviations in the interpolated shape will not initialize Bi well. To prevent many-to-one snapping [13] of boundary points, a minimum snappingdistance map is stored for every edge point. Subsequent boundary points will only be allowed to snap to the edge point if the snapping distance is less than or equal to the value in the minimum snapping-distance map. Therefore, boundary points will not arbitrarily snap to false edges if there are no edges to be found. During the first iteration, the search window has not been adaptively altered to match the edge proximity for the image slice. There is a possibility that a false edge will be included in the Bayesian criterion. To prevent this, an inverse weighted distance transform, M, is multiplied to Fi,k, where M is a square matrix. Denoting M pq as an element in M and any two points on the Bi as bp and bq.,pq M is defined in Eq. 1. 
F. Pre-processing
This methods use a small neighbor hood of a pixel in an input image to get a new brightness value in the output image such preprocessing operations is also called filtration. Local pre-processing methods can be divided into two groups according to the goal of the processing. Smoothing suppresses noise or other small fluctuations in the image equivalent to the suppression of high frequencies in the frequency domain. The aim of gradient operators is to indicate such locations in the image. Gradient operators suppress low frequencies in the frequency domain (i.e. they act as high-pass filters). Noise is often high frequency in nature; unfortunately, if a gradient operator is applied to an image the noise level increases simultaneously. Gradient operators permit smoothing and edge enhancement simultaneously.
G. Proposed Block diagram
Each block is defined in different steps to describe Visual quality of CT images 1) Input image: The Input image is carried with the CT image or PET image to provide motion of the patient. For identifying the Region of Interest in CT motion images. The given input image is automatically subjected in generation of the sinograms to get rough data and estimation about the image. In the simplest form of CT imaging only the desired cross sectional plane of the body is irradiated using a finely collimated ray of X-ray photons. Ray integrals are measured at many positions and angles around the body scanning the body in the process. The principle of image reconstruction from projections is then used to compute an image of a section of the body hence the name computed tomography. 2) Preprocessing: In the above block diagram this step is carried out with CT images to avoid noise corruptions and make the data more accurate and provide better illusion with appropriate amount of Intensity in the next step rough data is generated. 3) Image Smoothening: Gaussian noise impulse is used to smoothen the region of interest in the center part of the image. 4) Image Enhancement: The principle objective of enhancement techniques is to process an image, so that the result is more suitable than the original image for a specific application. Neural Network is a set of connected input/output units where each connection has weight associated with it the number of units in the hidden layer and the number of hidden layers depends on implementation. The network is feed forward in that none of the weights cycles back to an input unit or to an output unit of a previous layer. Back propagation learns by iteratively processing a set of training data. It is a case of supervised Classification learning, neural network learns by adjusting the weights so as to be able to correctly classify the training data and hence after testing phase to classify unknown data. To verify the performance of the proposed segmentation algorithm, we experiment with color sensing images and natural images. We show results of some of these experiments. Figure.9 and Figure. In fact, we can compare our algorithm and traditional algorithm here. Our method use region rather than pixel as initial seeds. In this sense, high-level knowledge of the image partitions can be exploited through the choice of the seeds much better because region has more information compared to pixels. V. CONCLUSION This work presents a variation level set framework for segmentation and bias correction of images with intensity in homogeneities. Based on a generally accepted model of images with intensity in homogeneities and a derived local intensity clustering property, the work defines energy of the level set functions that represent a partition of the image domain and a bias field that accounts for the intensity in homogeneity. Segmentation and bias field estimation are therefore jointly performed by minimizing the proposed energy functional. The slowly varying property of the bias field derived from the proposed energy is naturally ensured by the data term in our variation framework, without the need to impose an explicit smoothing term on the bias field. The proposed method is much more robust to initialization than the piecewise smooth model. Experimental results have demonstrated superior performance of our method in terms of accuracy, efficiency, and robustness.
